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TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF THE MINICOURSES

Jose A. Carrillo, University of Oxford
Nonlocal Aggregation-Diffusion Equations: fast diffusion and partial concentration
We will discuss several recent results for aggregation-diffusion equations related to partial concentration of the
density of particles. Nonlinear diffusions with homogeneous kernels will be reviewed quickly in the case of
degenerate diffusions to have a full picture of the problem. Most of the talk will be devoted to discuss the less
explored case of fast diffusion with homogeneous kernels with positive powers. We will first concentrate in the
case of stationary solutions by looking at minimisers of the associated free energy showing that the minimiser
must consist of a regular smooth solution with singularity at the origin plus possibly a partial concentration of
the mass at the origin. We will give necessary conditions for this partial mass concentration to and not to happen.
We will then look at the related evolution problem and show that for a given confinement potential this
concentration happens in infinite time under certain conditions. We will briefly discuss the latest developments
when we introduce the aggregation term.
This talk is based on a series of works in collaboration with M. Delgadino, J. Dolbeault, A. Fernández, R. Frank,
D. Gómez-Castro, F. Hoffmann, M. Lewin, and J. L, Vázquez.
Nicolas Saintier, Universidad de Buenos Aires
A kinetic point of view on learning in game theory
Abstract: In this talk, I will present some results on the modelling of a large population of agents who interact by
participating to games. They modify their strategies trying to optimize their future pay-off by learning from their
past mistakes and success. The distribution of players strategies then satisfies, in first approximation, a transport
equation whose long-time behaviour can be obtained in some cases.
Andrzej Zuk, Université de Paris
Lecture 1: Spectra, automata and the KdV equation
Lecture 2: Ultradiscrete limits of PDEs, automata and groups
Lecture 3: Spectra of automata and the von Neumann dimension
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TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF THE TALKS

Jorge Antezana, Universidad Nacional de la Plata and IAM
Twisted polar decompositions and Aluthge transforms
Abstract: In matrix analysis, the usual polar decomposition of complex numbers is extended to the often called left
and right polar decomposition of a matrix. The same happens for operators acting on arbitrary Hilbert spaces, but
in this talk we will only consider the finite dimensional case. In 2009, Y. Lim introduce a one parameter family
of polar decompositions, and he showed that these new polar decompositions share the same properties with the left
and right polar decompositions. His definition was based in a generalization of the Bushell equation. Recently, together
with Lim, we proved a relationship between these polar decompositions and the Aluthge transforms. In this talk we
will review some properties of the polar decompositions introduced by Lim, as well as their connection with
Aluthge transforms. Using this connection we will show that, for λ ̸= 1

2 , the Aluthge transforms acting on the group
of invertible matrices are smooth diffeomorphisms. This allows to extend the dynamical study of the sequences of
iterates of the Aluthge transform, done for λ ∈ (0, 1), to any real number different from 0 and 1.
Santiago Arenas Velilla, CIMAT
Number of crossings in randomly embedded graphs
Abstract:: We consider the number of crossings in a graph which is embedded randomly on a convex set of points.
Using the size bias coupling for the Stein’s method, we give an estimate to the Gaussian distribution in Kolmogorov
distance, which implies a convergence rate of order n−1/2 for various families of graph, including random chord
diagrams of full cycles.
Octavio Arizmendi Echegaray, CIMAT
The distribution of the derivative roots of a polynomial.
Abstract: In this talk we give a proof based on finite free probability that the behavior
of roots of the successive derivatives of a polynomial can be explained through the free convolution powers
of probability measures. We will also explain the relation with complex Burgers equation.
All the necessary tools for this proof will be given and connections with random matrices
and their principal minors will be given.
This is a joint work with Jorge Garza and Daniel Perales.
José A. Cañizo, Universidad de Granada
Long-time behavior of the integrate-and-fire neuron population model with long delays
Abstract: We study the asymptotic behavior of the nonlinear integrate-and-fire mean-field model
for the electrical activity in a population of neurons. This is a mean-field PDE for a stochastic system
of interacting neurons which is often used in modelling brain activity. This model is quite interesting
since it shows blow up in cases without delay for certain initial conditions, has stable and unstable
equilibria, and is understood essentially only in perturbative regimes. When the delay d of the interaction
effect between neurons is large, we show that the system behaves essentially like the linear system,
without interaction, in each time interval of duration d. The background firing rate is adjusted
at the end of each interval to be the equilibrium firing rate of the previous step.
Hence, a good approximation of the dynamic nonlinear behavior is given by the iteration of equilibria
obtained from the initial data. This shows rigorously, for large delays, that there are stable and unstable
equilibria for some values of the connectivity parameter b. The proof uses the relative entropy to these
”transient states”, together with some new estimates of the equation in strong norms.
This work is a collaboration with Maŕıa J. Cáceres and Alejandro Ramos-Lora.
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Marianna Chatzakou, Universiteit Gent
Poincare and Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities on Lie groups
Abstract: We will first discuss our results on (global) Poincare inequalities
for probability measures on graded Lie groups. Then we present a number of logarithmic inequalities
on several classes of Lie groups, including our version of the Gross log-Sobolev inequality
(with respect to a Gaussian measure on the first stratum of the group, ) which is shown in the setting
of stratified Lie groups. In the end, we discuss some applications of these inequalities.
The talk will be based on joint works with S. Federico, B. Zegarlinski, A. Kassymov and M. Ruzhansky.
Esther Bou Dagher, Imperial College London
Title: Coercive Inequalities and U-Bounds
Abstract: In the setting of step-two Carnot groups, we prove Poincaré and β-Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities
for probability measures as a function of various homogeneous norms.
To do that, the key idea is to obtain an intermediate inequality called the U-Bound inequality (based on joint work
with B. Zegarlinski). Using this U-Bound inequality, we show that certain infinite dimensional Gibbs measures - with
unbounded interaction potentials as a function of homogeneous norms- on an infinite product of Carnot groups
satisfy the Poincaré inequality (based on joint work with Y. Qiu, B. Zegarlinski, and M. Zhang). We also enlarge
the class of measures as a function of the Carnot-Carathéodory distance that gives us the q−Logarithmic
Sobolev inequality in the setting of Carnot groups. As an application, we use the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
in that setting to prove the p−Talagrand inequality and hypercontractivity.
Irene Drelichman, Universidad Nacional de la Plata and IMAS
Fractional Sobolev spaces in irregular domains
Abstract: In several results involving fractional Sobolev spaces, the usual Gagliardo seminorm can be
replaced by another one in which the double integral is restricted to a subdomain. This seminorm turns out
to be equivalent to the Gagliardo seminorm in Lipschitz domains but is more natural to work with
in irregular domains.
In this talk I will show how it can be used to extend some classical results, such as Poincaré inequalities
and the characterization of fractional Sobolev spaces as interpolation ones, and will also comment on
generalizations to weighted spaces.
Joint work with R. G. Durán and G. Acosta.
Serena Federico, Università di Bologna
Unique continuation properties of Schrödinger equations with variable coefficients.
Abstract: In this talk we will investigate unique continuation properties of Schrödinger equations
with space variable coefficients. In particular we will show that, if the variable coefficients of
the equation decay in a certain way, and if the solution enjoys exponential decay properties,
then the solution to the considered Schrödinger equation must be identically zero.
This is a joint work with Xueying Yu (University of Washington) and Zongyuan Li (Rutgers University).
Eduard Feireisl, Institute of Mathematics, Czech Academy of Sciences
On a singular limit for the Navier-Stokes-Fourier system with an unexpected term
Abstract We consider the low Mach/low Froude number limit of the full Navier-Stokes-Fourier system
in the Rayleigh-Benard setting, meaning a gravitationally stirred fluid confined between
two parallel plates of a different temperature. In contrast with the commonly anticipated scenario,
the asymptotic limit is not the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation but a similar system
endowed with nonlocal boundary conditions.
Pablo Ferrari, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Slot decomposition of the box-ball system
Abstract: The box-ball system is a transport cellular automaton of balls on the integers. In 1990 Takahashi and
Satsum observed that the dynamics conserves solitons, solitary waves travelling at speed proportional to its size,
that conserve shape and speed even after colliding with other solitons. We introduce the concept of ”slot”
to describe a ball configuration via its ”soliton components.” There is a component for each size k soliton,
k a natural number. The components evolve as a hierarchical shift, where the amount each component is shifted
depends on the bigger components. A random initial ball configuration with translation invariant and independent
components is invariant for the dynamics. The soliton decomposition of an iid Bernoulli configuration with density
less than 1/2 has independent components, and for each k, the k-th component consists of iid geometric random
variables, with a parameter depending on k. The slot decomposition of an excursion of the random walk with
increments given by the ball configuration gives an alternative way to construct the Harris correspondence
between the excursion and a tree.
Talk based on joint works with Chi Nguyen, Leo Rolla, Minmin Wang and Davide Gabrielli.
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Pedro Massey, Universidad Nacional de la Plata and IAM
Spectral spread of Hermitian operators
Abstract: In this talk we describe a measure for the dispersion of the spectral scale of a Hermitian (self-adjoint)
operator acting on a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space that we call spectral spread. Then, we obtain
some submajorization inequalities involving the spectral spread of self-adjoint operators, that are related
to Tao’s inequalities for anti-diagonal blocks of positive operators, Kittaneh’s commutator inequalities for
positive operators and also related to the Arithmetic-Geometric mean inequality. In the compact case these
submajorization relations imply inequalities for unitarily invariant norms.
The talk is based on joint work with Demetrio Stojanoff and Sebastián Zárate.
James Melbourne, CIMAT
Transport to majorization and related inequalities
Abstract: We introduce an argument that establishes a majorization in the convex order
between two densities based on control of the gradient of a transportation map between them.
As applications, we give elementary derivations of some delicate Fourier analytic inequalities,
which in turn yield geometric ”slicing-inequalities”.
A further consequence of the technique is that any strongly log-concave probability density
majorizes the Gaussian density.
This is based on joint work with Cyril Roberto.
Carolina Mosquera, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Fourier decay of self-similar measures on the complex plane
Abstract We prove that the Fourier transform of self-similar measures on the complex plane has fast decay outside
of a very sparse set of frequencies, with quantitative estimates, extending the results obtained in the real line
by R. Kaufman. Also we derive several applications concerning correlation dimension and Frostman exponent of
complex Bernoulli convolutions. Furthermore, we present a generalization for a particular case on Rd, with d ≥ 3.
The results are based on a joint work with Andrea Olivo.
Julio Rossi, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Different notions of convexity
Abstract: In this talk we will introduce different notions of convexity that interpolate between
classical convexity and quasiconvexity and that, moreover, have a natural fractional extension.
For these notions of convexity we also characterize the convex envelope inside a domain
of a boundary datum.
Results in collaboration with P. Blanc, L. Del Pezzo, A. Quass and M. Parviainen
Michael Ruzhansky, Universiteit Gent
Subelliptic pseudo-differential calculus on compact Lie groups
Abstract In this talk we will give an overview of pseudo-differential analysis on groups,
with emphasis on the recent developments for the subelliptic setting on compact Lie groups.
Hernán Vivas, Centro Marplatense de Investigaciones Matemáticas
Surfaces of minimum curvature variation: a PDE approach
Abstract: Computer Aided Design (CAD) is a widely use technique consisting on using computer
software for creating and analyzing models of physical objects with the aim of optimizing
different aspects of their production. Within CAD, variational approaches have been proposed
for studying a variety of problems such as surface fairing, free-from surface design, surface
blending and N−sided hole filling. The strategy is to prescribe certain desired values at the
boundary of a domain and then minimize an energy functional that accounts for some desired
property of the surface. While well known methods such as mean curvature of Willmore flows
(among many others) turn out to be sufficient in many applications, they fail to yield a property
that is crucial in many areas such as ship, cars or aircraft design, namely the G2 continuity
at the boundary (or continuity of the tangents). To solve this issue, it has been proposed to study the
so-called surfaces of minimum curvature variation, where the energy functional takes the form
minM

1
2

∫
M |∇MH|2 dA

with M ranging over all n−dimensional manifolds in Rn+1, n ≥ 1, with prescribed boundary,
H is the mean curvature of M and dA is the differential of area.
This problem has been successfully treated from a numerical point of view but it has not been
addressed analytically from a purely PDE perspective. In this talk, I will present some
advances made in this direction.
This is a joint work with Luis Caffarelli and Pablo Raúl Stinga.
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Miguel Walsh, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Local uniformity of multiplicative functions
Abstract:Chowla’s conjecture, Sarnak’s conjecture and the local uniformity conjecture are
three central problems about the Möbius function that after performing a logarithmic average turn out
to be equivalent to each other. In this talk we will discuss these problems and current progress on them.
Noemı́ Wolanski, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Time asymptotic behavior for time/space fractional diffusion equations in RN

AbstractI will start by revisiting classical results on asymptotic simplification, in particular for the classical
heat equation –the best known case. Then, I will present some results recently obtained for the case in which the
classical time derivative is replaced by a fractional one. These are good models for diffusion in materials
with memory and/or for diffusion in sticking materials.
Our results are surprising in several ways when compared with the classical ones. These first results correspond to the
Cauchy problem –null second member in the equation. Finally, I will discuss the inhomogeneous case both
for the fractional time derivative as well as the classical time derivative, as we have obtained surprising new results
even in this latter case.
This work has been done in collaboration with Carmen Cortazar from Universidad Católica de Chile and
Fernando Quirós from Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.
Nurgissa Yessirkegenov, Institute of Mathematics and Mathematical Modelling, Kazakhstan
Hypoelliptic functional inequalities
Abstract In this talk we will discuss hypoelliptic extensions of Hardy, Sobolev, Rellich, Gagliardi-Nirenberg,
Caffarelli-Kohn-Nirenberg, Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev, Trudinger-Moser, and other related inequalities
on nilpotent Lie groups. We will then concentrate also on discussing their best constants, ground states
for higher order hypoelliptic Schrodinger type equations, and the solutions to the corresponding variational problems.
If time permits, we will discuss versions of the above inequalities in the settings of general (non-unimodular) Lie groups.
Jean-Claude Zambrini, Universidade de Lisboa
Stochastic calculus of variations in space-time.
Abstract A forgotten idea of Schrödinger (1931) can be regarded as the first Euclidean
approach to the probabilistic content of elementary quantum mechanics.It involves a class
of processes, not necessarily Markovian . Called after Bernstein , they are time
reversible in a more general sense than the traditional (Kolmogorov’s) one.
We shall describe a variational characterisation of those processes, on random time intervals.
Ewelina Zatorska, University College London
Hard congestion limit to the dissipative model of collective motion.
Abstract I will talk about a recent result concerning the singular limit of dissipative Aw-Rascle model
with gradient of singular offset function. We prove that classical solutions to this system
converge in the hard congestion asymptotic limit to measure-valued solutions of two phase model.
This limit model was derived formally before by Lefebvre-Lepot and Maury for granular flow
of spherical bodies surrounded by the lubricant in one spatial dimension.
We provide the rigorous derivation on one-dimensional torus.
Boguslaw Zegarlinski, CNRS
Invitation to Solar Mathematics
Abstract This is intended to be a general talk reviewing some facts and phenomena about the sun and solar system
indicating few interesting and challenging mathematical problems.
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